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May 2021 (updated Sept 2021) (please check that the frees are current) 

Galaxy GRS Six Year Overhaul & Repack 

 

To ensure reliability of your system it should be serviced every six years by Galaxy. 

The current service interval on GRS systems is 'six years'. Prolongation of this interval 

may result in higher cost of revision, because according to our experience from 

previous years, the parachute can be damaged by leaking of water into container 

causing damp and moulding. It can be caused by heavy rains, especially when the 

system Soft is not perfectly protected against weather elements by a cover. The cost of 

repair may be then higher than the price of revision at a proper interval. 

Further, to any system sent for revision later than 1 year there will be automatically 

added extra charge of 10%, later than 2 years 20%, for higher cost of repacking + 

additional repairs from standard revise. 

 

Below is a schedule of work and an estimate of current fees for the inspection of the 

GRS Parachute and replacement rocket ballistic charge. Galaxy GRS Ballistic 

Recovery System, type 6/473 SD Soft B2. Please contact me for costs for other 

systems. 

 

NOTE POST BREXIT INFORMATION 

Since the UK left the EU there are more customs procedures and costs. We have 

tried to make this as straight forward and as cost effective as possible. In order 

to avoid paying VAT in both Czech and the UK we have had to become VAT 

registered, this allows Galaxy to invoice us without VAT. 

Equipment will now have to be shipped direct to the UK using a Transport 

Company authorised to carry dangerous goods. On arrival in the UK there will be 

VAT to pay based on the equipment value plus handling charges. 

Thanks for your understanding. 

 

 

 

mailto:srpflyer@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.lightsportflying.org/
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There are several stages & options for getting your system serviced… 

Stage 1. Removal of the parachute and Ballistic Rocket 

Options Process 
Est. 
Cost 

1 
Removal of the system from your aircraft by yourself and deliver to 
my address. I can provide advice on how to remove the system from 
your aircraft. 

N/A 

2 

Removal of the system from your aircraft by LSFS… this can be 
carried out at a suitable location, either your airfield or you may fly to 
my farm strip near Bicester. *Depending on aircraft type. **Travel costs 

may apply. *** removal fees only 

£POA 

3 

Decommissioning the rocket. This can only be carried out by LSFS 
as a trained engineer; this work involves working with explosives. The 
rocket housing is opened up and the igniters and rocket fuel 
deactivated. 

£150 

4 

Packaging and shipping, WITH Insurance arrange transport 
delivery to Galaxy in Czech, typically by DHL, DPD or similar. The 
complication here is that we have to declare the value of the goods, 
this will then attract a VAT payment and customs fees on arrival in 
Czech. 

£POA 
 

5 

Packaging and shipping, WITHOUT Insurance arrange transport 
delivery to Galaxy in Czech, typically by DHL, DPD or similar. The 
value of the equipment is recorded as 100 Euros to avoid customs 
VAT in Czech at 21%. I would pay this with a credit card to give some 
protection. This entirely at your own risk, we have used DPD several 
times now without any issues. 

Est. £55 

6 
If preferred you can arrange shipping yourself. You will need to 
arrange collection and packaging. I will need to provide documentation 
for this. 

N/A 

7 See Stages 2 & 3 for other costs  

 

Once at the Galaxy factory and workshop the system will be unpacked and 

inspected, provided there is no damage or moisture contamination the 

system will be scheduled for a Parachute inspection and repack and the 

rocket recharged. Note during busy times you may be on a waiting list for 

the service (Galaxy call it a revision) 

 

Stage 2. Galaxy Inspection and repack 

The parachute is repacked with specialist equipment. (Note this cannot be done by a 

local parachute organisation) Typically the parachute will have a life span of around 

thirty years depending on wear and damage. If the system has been activated or 

damaged in any way or it has water ingress damage then a repair or replacement 
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would be required. The decommissioned rocket housing and parts are reusable, 

provided they have not been used. The rocket is recharged with a new igniter and 

rocket fuel and then re-assembled. A new placard is fitted with the next expiry date.    

 

Est. Costs for this work by Galaxy is €900.00 plus shipping costs @ 

May 2021.  There is a small packaging/boxing fee of €25.00; this includes a metal 

frame around the rocket for safe shipping. (The cost is based on no other issues found, 

damaged or missing parts, please check for latest prices). We will invoice you in 

Sterling at the current exchange rate. Note that systems that are past there service 

overhaul date cost more. 

 

Stage 3. Shipping equipment back to the UK cost €550.00 plus €30.00 

customs paperwork. (This cost can be shared/halved as it is for two 

systems) there may be a delay in shipping if we are waiting for another system or 

you can pay the full amount to ship just one system. 
The equipment will be packed/ boxed by Galaxy and shipped by road transport direct to 

my address in the UK. We have received several systems by this method without any 

issues; however this is still subject to change due to the current situation with transport 

and customs. Onward collection/ shipping from LSFS to be arranged.  

 

Stage 4. Refitting to your aircraft, if the system was removed by yourself or by 

your engineer you should plan to re-fit it, we can only re-fit if we have removed it in the 

first place. Once the system is refitted make a log book entry and we suggest a 

duplicate inspection and signature. Consult with your inspector before undertaking any 

work. 

 

Notes: 

Great care must be taken removing the system. All safety devices should be used and you 

should have good knowledge of the aircraft and systems. Accidental activation is possible and 

this may cause injury or death. 

 

You may be able to fly the aircraft without the GRS fitted; you must first check that this is 

possible with your permit authority and that the aircraft remains within its C of G. Please bear 

this in mind if flying into us for removal / refit that your aircraft may not be serviceable due to 

permit issues, we suggest that you contact your inspector before arranging this. 

 

You should arrange to have the service completed before or close to the expiry date; systems 

that are past expiry date can incur additional costs by Galaxy. 

 

Note that an un-serviced system may not function properly when needed, (note, if the system is 

accidentally deployed the rocket and chute will need replacing) 

 

* Some more complex aircraft may require additional time to remove/refit. 

** Travel costs are at 0.75p p mile plus accommodation if more than 100 miles from my base. 
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*** Removal fees only, it is recommended that if we remove the system we should refit after a 

service. If removed by yourself it must be refitted by you. 

 

I have tried to make the process as clear as possible, if you have any questions please 

call or email. All costs are subject to change without notification. 

Many thanks Steve Pike 

E. & O.E. 


